AGROSHOW EURASIA
2\textsuperscript{nd} Agriculture, Agricultural Machinery, Technologies and Sub-Industries Fair

December 6 - 9, 2023
TÜYAP - İSTANBUL

EURASIA’S EXPORT GATE
FROM ISTANBUL TO THE WHOLE WORLD

www.agroshoweurasia.com
facebook/instagram: @agroshoweurasia
AGROSHOW EURASIA

December 6-9, 2023
TÜYAP - İSTANBUL

EXHIBITION SCOPE

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY AND TECHNOLOGIES
- Farm tractors,
- Tillage Equipment, Sowing,
- Planting Equipment,
- Fertilizer Application Equipment,
- Plant Protection Equipment,
- Irrigation and Drainage Equipment,
- Vineyard / Garden Plants Equipment, Harvesting,
- Threshing Equipment,
- Post-harvest Processing Equipment,
- Livestock Mechanization Equipment,
- Transport, Transmission and Loading Equipment,
- Land Reclamation and Auxiliary Equipment,
- Early Warning, Prevention Systems,
- Post-Harvest Residues Cleaning Equipment,
- Precision Agricultural Technologies,
- Energy Units,

Other Equipment

GREENHOUSE TECHNOLOGIES

SECTORAL START-UP COMPANIES

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
- Tractor cabins,
- Processing organs such as discs, Feet, end bars, etc. for soil cultivation machinery,
- Axles for agricultural trailers,
- Shears,
- Brake equipment,
- Wheels and tires for agricultural machinery,
- Lamps and reflectors,
- Hydraulic systems,
- Electric motors,
- Internal combustion engines,
- Air conditioning-cooling systems,
- Valves, propellers, tanks, etc.

USAGE AND CONSUMABLES FOR AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
- Paint, hydraulic oil, engine oil, grease, battery, lamp, antifreeze, air filter, agricultural spray nozzles, etc.

CONSUMABLES FOR AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

GENERAL SPARE PARTS
- Bolt, chain, belt-pulley, bearing, felt, hose, filter, etc.

RELATED SECTORS
- second hand sales, testing and certification services, innovation and R&D institutions, service equipment, automation systems, software, rental, consultancy services, logistics services, sectoral media, etc.

TÜYAP FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS ORGANIZATION INC.
www.tuyap.com.tr

FAIR AREA / HEAD OFFICE
Tuyap Istanbul Fair Convention and Congress Center
Cumhuriyet Mah. Ekici Hadımıy Yolu Caddesi 9/A, 34600 Beyoğlu, İstanbul - TURKEY
Tel: +90 212 867 11 00 Fax: +90 212 867 12 00
info@tuyap.com.tr

TUYAP FAIR AREAS + ADAKA & +90 322 256 90 90 (Pav) tuyapakdag@tuyap.com.tr + BURSA & +90 234 211 50 91 (Pav) tuyapburusa@tuyap.com.tr + ESKİşehir & +90 222 700 00 82 tuyapeski@tuyap.com.tr
+ ISTANBUL & +90 212 867 11 00 - +90 212 867 12 00 tuyapistanbul@tuyap.com.tr + KONYA & +90 332 346 29 30 (Pav) tuyapkonya@tuyap.com.tr + SAMSUN & +90 362 256 27 00 tuyapsamsun@tuyap.com.tr

TUYAP DOMESTIC OFFICES + ANKARA & +90 312 440 89 92 (Pav) tuyapankara@tuyap.com.tr + İzmir & +90 232 464 92 01 - 464 36 36 tuyapizmir@tuyap.com.tr

TUYAP OVERSEAS OFFICES + MOSCOW - RUSSIA & +7 495 775 31 46 tuyappmscow@tuyap.com.tr + Tbilisi - GEORGIA & +995 322 351-58 81 tuyappgeorgia@tuyap.com.tr + TEHRAN - IRAN & +98 21 861 10 57 tuyappiran@tuyap.com.tr

+ SKOPJE - NORTH MACEDONIA & +389 2 322 04 69 tuyappskopje@tuyap.com.tr

Experience the comfort of working and resting at the same place!

Located in the Tuyap Fair Convention and Congress Center, 5 star Tuyap Palas is at your service with 630 rooms.
33 meeting rooms, Ball room with 1250 guests capacity, new refreshment points, delicate food and beverage spots.

Reservation - Detailed Information:
0 212 867 14 14 - 0 532 311 08 97 reservation@tuyappalas.com tuyappalas@tuyappalas.com
www.tuyappalas.com @/tuyappalas

THIS FAIR IS ORGANIZED WITH THE AUDIT OF TOBB (THE UNION OF CHAMBERS AND COMMODITY EXCHANGES OF TURKEY) IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAW NO. 5174.